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13 April 2017 

By David Ader, Chief Macro Strategist for Informa Financial Intelligence 

In the week just passed, longer-end Treasury yields fell to lows not seen since November 18 while short-

end yields meandered providing a flatter yield curve.  The inspiration for this move was largely if not 

entirely geo-political in the wake of the US missile strikes against Syria and heightened rhetoric directed 

to North Korea and the Trump Administration accusing Russia of covering up Syria’s use of poison gas.  

Needless to say, geo-political uncertainty is not something risk markets like, the inverse of which is bond 

markets do. 

Further comment on the immediate driver of interest rate movement is probably unnecessary but I get 

paid by the word so here it goes.  Adding to the above are hints, well more than hints, that tax reform will 

be postponed somewhat from what was already a vague sense of timing as Trump now says he plans to 

finish healthcare reform before tax reform.  As Trump put it, “We’re going to have phenomenal tax 

reform but I have to do health care first.”   

As the sage put it, “You say you got a real solution, well you know, we'd all love to see the plan.”  The 

point is not to offer skepticism over health-care changes or tax reforms, but rather to say that we don’t 

know what, where or when.  To the degree that markets reacted to Trump’s victory, they are clearly 

showing significant signs of weariness or impatience as political realities confront election campaign 

rhetoric.   
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ADER’S MUSINGS……. 
All the above combine with, I suppose, Brexit and French elections, to give us an immediate sense of 

jitters.  The manifestation of that is perhaps best displayed in the jump in the VIX index to the highest 

level it’s been at since November 8.  Rather telling, no?  A simple overlay of the VIX (and MOVE which 

measures Treasury market volatility) shows a reasonable inverse correlation between VIX and 10-yr 

yields.   

Economic data was less of an issue or influence, but even on their own accord would not have been an 

inhibition to lower yields.  The Fed’s Labor Market Conditions Index rose a paltry 0.4%, half 

expectations, while Import Prices slipped 0.2%.  Still, on balance, recent data has softened a bit and 

dovetails with some of the rally in rates. 

None of that had much of an impact on anyone’s thinking about the Fed, though Fed Fund Futures did 

rally.  November Funds, for instance dipped to 1.17+% from a peak near 1.22% at the close of prior 

week. That’s within the recent range though at the lower end of it. 

 

It is reasonable to suggest that the front end is at least thinking about the Fed’s balance sheet; heck, 

everyone else is.  On Tuesday, the Fed tested the waters with three small sales of MBS.  While they said 

it was just that, a test, it was a reminder that balance sheet considerations are not far from the agenda.  If 

the market really embraced it as a warning, the curve would presumably have steepened a bit.  I merely 

mention it as an afterthought. 

Less of an afterthought was a WSJ piece on business lending slowing and no one seems to know why.  

To quote that directly, “One of the great mysteries and biggest concerns is the slowing growth of bank 

lending.”   Amongst the reasons they cited was 1) corporations issuing debt in the bond market at low 

rates to 2) pay down more expensive bank debt.  Energy companies are specifically cited here.  But that 

doesn’t explain the full dollar amount because there’s been slowing in other lending such as mortgages, 

consumer loan and real estate, and, naturally, political uncertainty enters the fray. 
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ADER’S MUSINGS……. 
Isn’t that last one curious?  If it’s politics, then why is confidence and other sentiment measures so high?  

This brings me back to the conundrum of sentiment measures grossly outperforming other measures of 

the economy, i.e. harder real data.   Perhaps the simplest explanation is the best; sentiment has run ahead 

of reality.  I’ve included a chart of Bloomberg’s Economic Surprise components at the end to illustrate 

the point. 

While the near-term daily technicals look overbought, the weekly charts look bullish and portend lower 

yields still.  There’s a gap in 10s from 2.15-17% that looks tempting, though I’m on record for an edge to 

2.20%.  Note, seasonal patterns are just a few weeks away from turning bullish. 
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David Ader is Chief Macro Strategist for Informa Financial Intelligence. For further information on our 

products and services, please see: https://financialintelligence.informa.com/  

 
Bringing 30 years of investment strategy experience to his role at Informa Financial Intelligence, David Ader has 
held senior positions at major investment banks and financial information firms as well as serving on investment 
policy committees and management teams. Most recently Partner, Head of Government Bond Strategy for CRT 
Capital, he headed the team voted #1 in U.S. Rates Strategy for the last 11 years and #1 in Technical Analysis for 
the last five years in Institutional Investor’s annual survey. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
Informa Financial Intelligence obtains information for its analysis from sources it considers reliable, but does not guarantee the accuracy or 
completeness of its analysis or any information contained therein.  Informa Financial Intelligence and its affiliates make no representation or warranty, 
either express or implied, with respect to the information or analysis supplied herein, including without limitation the implied warranties of fitness for 
a particular purpose and merchantability, and each specifically disclaims any such warranty.  In no event shall Informa Financial Intelligence or its 
affiliates be liable to clients for any decision made or action taken by the client in reliance upon the information or analyses contained herein, for delays 
or interruptions in delivery for any reason, or loss of business revenues, lost profits or any indirect, consequential, special or incidental damages, 
whether in contract, tort or otherwise, even if advised of the possibility of such damages.  This material is intended solely for the private use of Informa 
Financial Intelligence clients, and any unauthorized use, duplication or disclosure is prohibited.  This material is not a comprehensive evaluation of the 
industry, the companies or the securities mentioned, and does not constitute an offer or a solicitation of an offer or a recommendation to buy or sell 
securities.  All expressions of opinion are subject to change without notice. 
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